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Abstract
Boju Jiang introduced a homotopy invariant NFn(f) which is a lower bound for the cardinality of periodic
points, up to n-periodic, of a selfmap of a compact polyhedron. We prove that any selfmap of a compact
PL-manifold f :M → M (dimM¿ 4) is homotopic to a map g satisfying #Fix(gn) = NFn(f) i.e. NFn(f) is
the best such homotopy invariant. This answers positively the conjecture of B.Halpern ( Wecken theorem for
periodic points: see Theorem 4.14 in Chapter III (Contemp. Math. Vol. 14, Amer. Math. Soc., Providence,
RI, 1983).
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1. Introduction
In the 1920s Jakob Nielsen introduced an invariant to the >xed points
of a map f :X → X of a surface [11,7]. This invariant was generalized to >nite polyhedra. It is a
natural number, or zero, denoted by N (f) and called today the Nielsen number. It has the following
properties:
1. N (f) = 0 if L(f) = 0 where L(f) denotes the Lefschetz number.
2. When 
1(X ) = 0 then N (f) = 0 if L(f) = 0 and N (f) = 1 if L(f) = 0.
3. N (f)6 #Fix(f) where # means the cardinality (cf. [7]).
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Nielsen conjectured that N (f) is the best homotopy invariant satisfying inequality 3. i.e. every
map f :X → X is homotopic to a map g :X → X such that #Fix(g) = N (f). This conjecture
was proved in 1942 by Franz Wecken for X a manifold of dimension ¿ 3 [12]. Paradoxically, the
statement is not true for a selfmap of a surface—the case originally studied by Nielsen (the >rst
counterexample was given in the eighties by Boju Jiang [10]).
It was natural to ask about a homotopy invariant of f which estimates from below the number
of periodic points, up to the degree n, i.e. the estimate of #Fix(fn). In 1983 Boju Jiang introduced
such invariant denoted by NFn(f) [7]. Since Fix(fn)6NFn(f), this invariant is useful in studying
the dynamical properties if f [9]. NFn(f) is also related to another homotopy invariant NPn(f)
also introduced by Boju Jiang in [7]. The last invariant is the estimate of the number of n-periodic
points of f i.e. points of minimal periods equal to n (see [3,4]).
Then it was natural to ask when such a number can be realized as the cardinality of periodic
points of a map g homotopic to f. Benjamin Halpern informed Boju Jiang that he could prove
that this was possible for manifolds of dimension ¿ 5 (Theorem 4.14 on p. 71 of [7], see also
[2]). However no proof appeared and the statement became known as the Halpern Conjecture.
Some partial results were obtained in this direction. First this theorem was proved for selfmaps
of tori by You [13,14]. A partial generalization of the You Theorem (if NFn(f) = 0) was proved
in [6] as a topological ingredient in generalizing a result of Boju Jiang and J. Llibre on the set
of homotopy minimal periods. Next the author showed that if f is a selfmap of a PL-manifold
of dimension ¿ 4 and the Nielsen numbers Nk(f) are zero (for all k|n) then Fix(fn) can be
removed.
Here we prove the general version of the Halpern Conjecture for selfmaps of manifolds of di-
mension ¿ 4.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the necessary notions and we
state the main result: Theorem 2.5. Then in Section 3 we present an outline of the proof of this
theorem. The idea of the proof follows [8]: we prove canceling and creating procedures (Section 4)
and then an addition procedure (Section 7). These procedures allow us to cancel and to coalesce
the orbits of periodic points. However here the situation is more complicated than in the case of
>xed points. When we want to cancel an orbit it is not enough to regard a neighbourhood of
this orbit but also some its inverse images. To do this we correct the given map f to make it
satisfy some transversality conditions (Sections 3 and 6). The most complicated part of the proof is
Section 8 where we coalesce two orbits from the same Nielsen class. The proof is completed in the
last section when we show that the above coalescing operation can be done simultaneously for all
orbits.
2. Main theorem
We recall brieMy some de>nitions. For the details see [1,7]. Let f :X → X be a selfmap of a
compact ANR. We de>ne the Nielsen relation on the >xed point set Fix(f). The points x; y∈Fix(f)
are Nielsen related if there is a path ! from x to y such that f(!) is homotopic to ! by a homotopy
keeping the end points >xed. This relation divides Fix(f) into a >nite number of Nielsen classes.
We denote the quotient set by N(f). On the other hand we consider an action of the fundamen-
tal group 
1(X; x0) on itself de>ned as follows. Choosing a path  from x0 to f(x0), the action is
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de>ned by
 ◦ != !f−1()−1:
The quotient set is called the set of Reidemeister classes and denoted R(f). There is a natural
inclusion i :N(f) → R(f) de>ned as follows. For a >xed point x∈Fix(f) we choose a path 
from the base point x0 to x. Then f(−1)−1 is a path representing an element in 
1(X ; x0). For
A∈N(f), the Nielsen class containing x, we de>ne i(A) to be the Reidemeister class represented
by f(−1)−1, i.e., i(A) = [f(−1)−1].
The natural inclusion Fix(f) ⊂ Fix(fk) induces the map N(f)→ N(fk). On the other hand we
have a map j :R(f)→ R(fk) given by
j[] = [f() : : : fk−2()fk−1()(f() : : : fk−2())−1]:
Then we have the commutative diagram
Let f :M → M be a selfmap of an m-dimensional manifold and let l|k. Let us notice that the
formula R(fk)  []→ [f]∈R(fk) de>nes a map whose k-iterate is the identity hence it de>nes
an action of Zk on R(fk). Its orbits will be called orbits of Reidemeister classes. The set of these
orbits is denoted OR(fk)
Let jkl :R(fl)→ R(fk) denote the induced map of Reidemeister sets. Since fk =(fl)
k
l we have
a commutative diagram
where vertical arrows denote the natural actions of the groups Zl and Zk , respectively. This gives
the induced maps between the orbit sets of these actions Njkl :OR(fl) → OR(fk). We de>ne the
depth of an orbit A∈OR(fk) as the smallest number l such that A belongs to the image of
Njkl. Then we write d(A) = l. We say that A∈OR(fl) precedes B∈OR(fk) if l divides k and
jkl(A) = B.
We consider the disjoint sum
⋃
k|n OR(f
k). For any subset A ⊂ ⋃k|n OR(fk) we de>ne d(A)=∑
A∈A d(A). An orbit of Reidemeister classes A∈OR(fk) is called irreducible iO d(A) = k, i.e.
A is not preceded by any other orbit of smaller depth. An orbit of Reidemeister classes is called
essential iO the index of the orbit of Nielsen classes corresponding to it is not zero. Notice that an
essential orbit A contains at least d(A) points.
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Denition 2.1. A subset A ⊂ ⋃k|n OR(fk) (disjoint sum) is called a preceding system if any
essential orbit A∈OR(fk) (k|n) is preceded by an element from A i.e. A= jkl(B) for a B∈A ∩
OR(fl).
Remark 2.2. Any preceding system contains all essential irreducible orbits.
Denition 2.3. A preceding system A is called minimal if the number d(A) =
∑
A∈A d(A) is
minimal.
We denote this minimal number by NFn(f). It is proved in [7] (see the proof of Theorem 4.12
on p. 70) that this number is a lower bound for the cardinality of the set of n-periodic points.
Theorem 2.4 (Jiang [7]).
#Fix(fn)¿MFn(f):
The aim of this paper is to show that if dimM¿ 4 then NFk(f) can be realized in the homotopy
class.
Theorem 2.5. If dimM¿ 4 then f is homotopic to a map g satisfying
#Fix(gn) = NFn(f):
3. Scheme of the proof of the main theorem
Let f :M → M , dimM =m¿ 4 and let n be a >xed natural number. We >x a minimal preceding
system of Reidemeister classes and we denote it MPS. Let us notice that it is enough to show
that f is homotopic to a map with the property that each orbit of periodic points {x0; : : : ; xl−1} (of
length l|n) represents an orbit of Reidemeister classes from MPS of depth l which contains only
the points {x0; : : : ; xl−1}. This gives an injection from the set of orbits of points into the orbits in
MPS. Now
# Fix(fn) =
∑
A
#A6
∑
B
d(B) =MFn(f);
where A runs through the set of all orbits of points in Fix(fn) and B runs through MPS. We will
construct the homotopy in two steps. First we show how to deform f to get Fix(fn) as above,
plus some periodic points representing orbits of Reidemeister classes which are preceded by the
classes from MPS. The second step, the hard part of the proof, will coalesce these extra points to
MPS.
The main idea of the proof follows [8]. We make Fix(fk) >nite and then near each periodic point
f will have a standard form Sr(fk) (which we will make precise in De>nition 4.1). Then we prove
canceling, creating and addition procedures (Sections 5 and 7).
The main Theorem 2.5 follows from the next lemma and remarks. For now we will only give the
scheme of the proof and the rest of the paper will furnish the details.
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Lemma 3.1. Any continuous map f :M → M is homotopic to a map such that for any k|n each
orbit of points {x0; x1; : : : ; xk−1}∈Fix(fk) (of length k|n) either represents an orbit of Reidemeister
classes which is preceded by an orbit from MPS or represents an orbit of Reidemeister classes
of depth k and this class contains only these k points and belongs to MPS. Moreover Sr(fk) is
satis5ed at any point xi (for an r ∈Z).
Proof. We use induction on all divisors k|n. Let k=1. By the Approximation Theorem ([7, p. 62])
we may assume that Fix(f) is >nite and f is an expanding PL-homeomorphism in a neighbourhood
of each >xed point. Then the canceling procedure 5.1 removes all inessential classes and then the
creating procedure 5.3 reduces each essential class to one point where Sr(f) is satis>ed (r = 0). If
an inessential Nielsen class from R(f) belongs to MPS then the addition procedure 7.1 allows us
to produce a point in this class and S0(f) is satis>ed at this point.
Now we >x a k|n and we assume that induction assumption holds for all l¡k, l|n. We will
homotope f to make the lemma hold for k.
We use Lemma 5.2 to make Pk(f) = {x∈Fix(fk);fl(x) = x; for l|k; l¡k} >nite and a local
homeomorphism near each point from Pk(f) without changing Fix(fk)− Pk(f).
Let A∈OR(fk) be an orbit of Reidemeister classes.
If A is not preceded by an orbit from MPS then each orbit of points from A is of length k. Now
Lemma 5.2 replaces the orbit by a >nite number of orbits each of index ±1. After the Canceling
Procedure 5.1 only a >nite number of orbits of the same index remain. If A is inessential it disappears.
If A is an essential irreducible orbit, it belongs to MPS. Then Corollary 5.4 allows us to replace
these orbits by a single orbit satisfying Sr(f). If A were an inessential orbit belonging to MPS then
the Addition Procedure 7.1 allows us to create a k-point orbit representing A and satisfying S0(fk).
This ends the inductive step.
The main theorem will be proved when all the classes which do not belong to MPS are removed.
We apply Lemma 5.2 to make each such orbit >nite. Let {z0; : : : ; zk−1} be an orbit of points repre-
senting an orbit proceeded by an orbit from MPS. Then the Coalescing Procedure 8.1 allows us to
get rid of {z0; : : : ; zk−1}. Finally Section 9 allows us to make this operation simultaneously for all
orbits of points lying outside MPS.
Remark 3.2. The assumption that the manifolds are PL is used only implicitly in the reference to
[5] because Theorem 2.1 in [5] is proved in PL category.
Remark 3.3. The assumption dimM¿ 4 will be used only in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (Canceling
Procedure) and in Section 8.3.3. Let us emphasis that the other parts of this paper are valid for
dimM¿ 3.
4. Standard forms near periodic points
De>nition 4.1 gives formulae which will be satis>ed near each periodic point (until Coalescing
Procedure—Section 8). The >nal result of this section (Lemma 4.6) de>nes the fundamental technical
properties of f near periodic points which will be used in coalescing orbits in Section 8.
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Denition 4.1. We say that a selfmap f :Rm → Rm satis>es Sr(f) if it is given by the formula
f(z; v) = !("r(z); v) where (z; v)∈C× Rm−2 = Rm, r ∈Z, !¿ 1 and "r :C→ C is given by
"r(z) =


zr
|z|r−1 for r¿ 2;
Nz−r
|z|−r−1 for r6− 2;
ei0z for r = 1;
$(z) for r =−1;
 (z) for r = 0;
where
1. For r = 1: 0 ¿ 0 denotes an irrational angle i.e., =
 is irrational,
2. For r = −1 we de>ne $ : S1 → S1 putting $(x + iy) = ((x) − i sgn(y)
√
1− ((x))2) where
 : [− 1;+1]→ [− 1;+1] is a homeomorphism satisfying (−1) =−1, (+1) =+1, (x)¡x for
||¡ 1. Then we extend $ to the map $ :C→ C putting $(tz) = t$(z) for z ∈ S1 and t¿ 0.
3. For r = 0: we de>ne (as above)  : S1 → S1 by the formula  (x + iy) = ((x) + i
√
1− ((x))2)
and then we extend  to the map  :C→ C putting  (tz) = t (z) for z ∈ S1 and t¿ 0.
Let us notice that the restriction "r :C\ 0→ C\ 0 is a covering map for r = 0. Moreover for r=±1
this restriction is a homeomorphism. In any case the >xed point set of the restriction "r : S1 → S1
is always >nite.
Lemma 4.2. Let f :X → X be a selfmap of a set X . Assume that
1. Fix(fk) is at most countable for all k ∈N.
2. f−1(x) is at most countable for all x∈X .
Then the set of points x∈X for which there exist i = j∈N such that fi(x) = fj(x) is at most
countable.
Proof. Let us denote X0 =
⋃∞
k=1
⋃∞
l=1 f
−k(Fix(fl)). This set is countable. We will show that for
each point x ∈ X0 and i¡ j, fi(x) = fj(x). Assume that fi(x)=fj(x) for some i¡ j. We will show
that x∈X0. In fact fi(x) =fj(x) =fj−i(fi(x)) implies fi(x)∈Fix(fj−i) and x∈f−i(Fix(fj−i)) ⊂
X0.
Condition Sr(f) implies the following properties.
Lemma 4.3. Let f :Rm → Rm be a map satisfying Sr(f), that is, f(z; x) is given by De5nition 4.1.
For any A ⊂ Rm\ 0 we denote lin(A) = {ta; a∈A; t ¿ 0}. For v0 ∈Rm we put vp = fp(v0). Then
the subset of points v0 = 0 satisfying:
(1) the hal9ines lin(v0); : : : ; lin(vk); : : : are mutually disjoint,
(2) the inverse images f−1(lin(vk)); f−2(lin(vk)); : : : are mutually disjoint for 5xed k = 0; 1; : : :,
(3) f−p(vk) is 5nite for any k; p∈N
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is dense in Rm. Moreover if v0 satis5es the above then there is a neighbourhood U  v0 such that
f restricted to lin(U ) is a homeomorphism,
Proof. To prove (1) it is enough to show that (for a >xed r) the subset of points z ∈ S1, whose
orbits z; "r(z); : : : "kr (z); : : : consist of distinct elements, is dense in S
1. Then any v=(z′; x)∈C×Rm−2
with z′ = kz for a k ∈R; k ¿ 0 satis>es (1) For r = 1 the orbit of each point z ∈ S1 consists of
distinct elements (since "1 is the rotation of an irrational angle). Similarly for r=0 and −1 we may
take any point z= x+ iy with y = 0. If |r|¿ 2 then "r is a >nite covering and Fix("kr ) is >nite for
every k ∈N. Now (1) follows from Lemma 4.2.
Next we notice that (1) implies (2). Assume on the contrary that x∈f−p(lin(vk))∩f−q(lin(vk)) for
some 06 q¡p. Then fp(x)=fp−q(fq(x))∈fp−q(lin(vk))= lin(vk+p−q). But then fp(x)∈ lin(vk)
which contradicts (1).
Now we prove (3). This is evident for r = 0 since then the restriction of f to the space Rm\ 0 is
an r-fold covering. For r = 0 the inverse image of each point contains at most two elements hence
the inverse image "−k0 (x) contains at most 2
k elements.
To prove the last statement we recall that the maps "r are >nite coverings outside the point 0 and
r = 0. On the other hand "0 is a local covering outside the line y = 0.
Notice that in De>nition 4.1 the >xed point index ind(f; 0) = deg(id − f; 0) = deg(−f; 0) =
(−1)mdeg(f; 0) = (−1)mr (since !¿ 1).
Corollary 4.4. Let us 5x di;erent points tj ∈ (−1;+1), (j∈N). Suppose that Sr(f) holds and let
v0 ∈ (C × 0) ∩ Sm−1 ⊂ C × Rm−2 satisfy Lemma 4.3. Let vj = (uj; 0; tj)∈ Sm−1 ⊂ C × Rm−3 × R
be a point such that and uj; v0 ∈C lie on the same hal9ine, i.e. uj =
√
1− t2j · v0. Let us denote
vij = f
i(vj). Then
(1) hal9ines lin(vij) are mutually disjoint for i; j = 0; 1; 2 : : :.
(2) f−i(lin(vkj )) ∩ f−i
′
(lin(vk
′
j′ )) = ∅ if j = j′ or if k = k ′ and i = i′.
(3) f−p(vij) is 5nite for all i; j; p= 0; 1; 2; : : : .
Proof. We show that no two elements from the family {vij} are collinear (we abuse the termi-
nology to say that vi
′
j′ = v
i
j for some ¿ 0 implies (i
′; j′) = (i; j)). Suppose the contrary: let the
points vij =f
i(vj) =fi(uj; 0; tj) = !i("ir(uj); 0; tj) and v
j′
i′ =f
i′(vj′) =fi
′
(uj′ ; 0; tj′) = !i
′
("i
′
r (uj′); 0; tj′)
be collinear. Then after the projection on the subspace C we get that the points "ir(uj) and "i
′
r (uj′)
lie on the same halMine. Since both uj and uj′ are collinear with v0, Lemma 4.3 implies
i = i′.
On the other hand we notice that if points (z; 0; t); (z′; 0; t′) are collinear then t=|z| = t′=|z′|. This
proportion for the point vij equals
tj
|"ir(uj)|
=
tj
|uj| =
tj√
1− t2j
:
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Now the assumption that vij and v
i′
j′ are collinear gives
tj√
1− t2j
=
tj′√
1− t2j′
which implies tj = tj′ since the function t=
√
1− t2 is increasing (−1¡t¡+ 1). This yields j = j′
hence (1) is proved.
Now we show that (2) holds for j = j′. We notice that if we denote f(w; t) = ( Nw; Nt)∈Rm−1 ×R
then t=|w|= Nt=| Nw|. Thus for all elements from ⋃∞i=1 f−i(lin(vkj )) the proportion equals
tj
|uj| =
tj√
1− t2j
so f−i(lin(vkj )) ∩ f−i
′
(lin(vk
′
j′ )) = ∅ would imply
tj√
1− t2j
=
tj′√
1− t2j′
:
Thus tj = tj′ which yields j = j′.
Now it remains to prove (2) for j = j′, k = k ′ and i′¡i. Suppose, on the contrary, that
x∈f−i(lin(vkj )) ∩ f−i
′
(lin(vkj )). Then f
i(x)∈ lin(vkj ) and on the other hand fi(x) = fi−i
′
(fi
′
(x))∈
fi−i′(lin(vkj )) = lin(v
k+(i−i′)
j ) and now (1) gives i = i
′.
To prove (3) we notice that the restriction f| : (C− 0)× Rm−1 → (C− 0)× Rm−1 is an |r|-fold
covering (for r = 0) and for r = 0 the inverse image of each point consists of at most 2 elements.
Remark 4.5. In the above corollary, the images and inverse images of lin vij are disjoint since the
last coordinate of v0j ; j∈N is diOerent for diOerent j. We will refer to this by saying that v0j are
lying on di;erent levels.
Corollary 4.6. Let us 5x natural numbers I; J; K ∈N. Any point vj from the above corollary admits
a closed neighbourhood Vj ⊂ Rm such that (denoting V ij = fi(Vj)) we have
(1) sets lin(V ij ) are mutually disjoint for i = 0; : : : ; I ; j = 1; : : : ; J .
(2) f−k(lin(V ij ))∩f−k
′
(lin(V i
′
j′ )) = ∅ if j = j′ or if k = k ′ and i = i′, i; i′=0; : : : ; I ; j; j′=1; : : : ; J ,
k; k ′ = 1; : : : ; K .
(3) f−k(V ij ) consists of a >nite number of connected components each homeomorphically mapped
onto Vj for k = 0; : : : ; K , i = 0; : : : ; I ; j = 1; : : : ; J .
Proof. Since the points vij for i = 0; : : : ; I , j = 0; : : : ; J are diOerent and their number is >nite, (1)
holds for suQciently small neighbourhoods Vj of the points vj. (1) implies (2) as in Lemma 4.3.
(3) is satis>ed since the restriction f| : (C − 0) × Rm−2 → (C − 0) × Rm−2 is an |r|-fold covering
(for r = 0) and for r = 0 the restriction of f to R× (0;∞)× Rm−2 is a homeomorphism.
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5. Canceling and creating procedures
In [5] we showed that if all Nielsen numbers N (fk)=0, for all k|n, then the map f is homotopic
to a map with no periodic points of period n. The main argument used there was a technique of
removing a pair of orbits of the same length from the same Nielsen class with opposite indices. We
may formulate this as
Theorem 5.1 (Canceling procedure). Let f :M → M be a selfmap of a PL-manifold of dimension
¿ 4. Let Fix(fk) be 5nite and let {x0; : : : ; xk−1}, {y0; : : : ; yk−1} be two Nielsen related orbits of
length k, with opposite indices ind(fk ; x0) = +1, ind(fk ;y0) = −1. Then there is a homotopy
{ft} constant in a neighbourhood of Fix(fk) − {x0; : : : ; xk−1; y0; : : : ; yk−1} such that f0 = f and
Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k)− {x0; : : : ; xk−1; y0; : : : ; yk−1}.
Proof. The Theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [5]: see the beginning of Section
7 in [5]. The assumption that the Nielsen numbers N (fl) disappear is not used in that part of the
proof. In fact we only need to know that the paths !, fl! and some of their inverse images are
mutually disjoint. The present assumption, that Fix(fk) is >nite, is suQcient for this purpose.
Now we will show how to reduce an orbit of Nielsen classes to a single orbit of points. We start
with a relative version of Theorem 2.1 of [5] making Fix(fn) >nite and a local homeomorphism
near each periodic point.
Lemma 5.2. Let M be a compact PL-manifold, f :M → M a map and U ⊂ M an open subset.
Suppose that the following conditions are satis5ed:
1. fn(x) = x for x∈ b dU ,
2. if x∈Fix(fn) then the whole orbit {x; fx; : : : ; fn−1(x)} belongs either to U or to M\ clU .
Then there is an 2-homotopy constant outside U such that f0 =f, f1 satis5es the two hypotheses
above and moreover
1. Fix(fn1)\U = Fix(fn0)\U ,
2. Fix(fn1)\U is >nite,
3. f1 is a linear homeomorphism near each x∈Fix(fn1) ∩ U .
Proof. Let us >x a neighbourhood V satisfying Fix(fn)\U ⊂ V and clV ∪f(clV )∪· · ·∪fn(clV ) ⊂
M\ b dU . Then inf{d(x; fk(x)): x∈M\ (U ∪V ); k|n}¿ 0. Now if a deformation ft (f0=f;ft(x)=
f(x) for x ∈ U ) is small enough then Fix(fnt )\U does not vary (since there will be no new
periodic points in M\ (U ∪ V ) and the orbits of points from V will not leave M\ clU ). Now we
may apply locally the proof of Theorem 2.1 [5] to the compact set Fix(fnt ) ∩ U to construct the
desired homotopy.
Theorem 5.3 (Creating procedure). Let {x0; : : : ; xk−1} be an isolated k-orbit of a map f :M → M
which is a local PL homeomorphism near each xi. We 5x a Euclidean neighbourhood U  x0 such
that fi(clU ) ∩ fj(clU ) = ∅ and f is a homeomorphism on each fi(clU ) for 06 i¡ j6 k − 1.
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Let V0 ⊂ U be a Euclidean neighbourhood of x0 satisfying fk(clV0) ⊂ U . We denote Vi =fi(V0)
and suppose that 0∈V0 ⊂ U = Rm. We may assume that x0 = 0.
Then there exists a homotopy {ft} constant outside Vk−1 satisfying f0 = f, fk1(0) = 0 (hence
0∈V0 becomes a new periodic point) and Sr(fk) is satis5ed at this point for a prescribed number
r = 0. Moreover still f1(clVk−1) ⊂ U and
Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k) ∪ {the orbit of 0}
∪{orbits of |r| new periodic points in Vk−1 each of index =−sgn(r)}:
Proof. Let us >x balls centred at 0∈V0: K(0; ") ⊂ K(0; "′) ⊂ V0, "¡"′. Since the restriction
fk−1 : clV0 → clVk−1 is a homeomorphism, we may de>ne the map f1 :fk−1(K(0; ")) → U =
C × Rm−2 by the formula f1(fk−1(z; x)) = !("r(z); x) (see De>nition 4.1) and we extend it to
f1 :fk−1(K(0; "′))→ U , a map satisfying f1(y) =f(y) for y∈fk−1(b dK(0; "′)), and then by the
same formula onto the rest of M . This is possible since U is contractible and any two maps into
U are homotopic. We notice that if the balls K(0; "), K(0; "′) are suQciently small then x0 = 0
does not belong to either of them and still remains a >xed point of fk1. Thus Fix(f
k
1) = Fix(f
k) ∪
{orbits of f1 crossing Vk−1}. Now we show that there is an arbitrarily small homotopy ft :M → M
16 t6 2, constant outside Vk−1 − fk−1(K(0; ")), such that Fix(fk2) ∩ Vk−1 is >nite.
Since the restriction f1(fk−1) : clK(0; "′)\K(0; ")→ U has no >xed point on the boundary, there
is an arbitrarily small homotopy $t : clK(0; "′)\K(0; ")→ U (16 t6 2) satisfying $1 =f1(fk−1),
$t is constant on the boundary, Fix($2) is >nite and $2 is a linear isomorphism near each point in
Fix($2). Then we de>ne the homotopy of ft :M → M by the formula
ft(x) =
{
$t(z) for x = fk−1(z); z ∈ clK(0; "′)\K(0; ");
f(x) otherwise:
Since ind(fk2 ; 0) = r, there must appear in Vk−1: s + |r| new >xed points of fk1 each of index
(−sgn r) and s new >xed points of fk1 each of index (+sgn r) (for a non-negative integer s).
Since all these points belong to the same Nielsen class (in Fix(fk2)), we apply the Canceling
Procedure to remove all pairs of orbits with opposite indices. The map f3 thus obtained satis>es
the lemma.
Corollary 5.4. Let Fix(fk) be 5nite and let x0 ∈ Fix(fk). Suppose that A is the sum of orbits, from
the same Nielsen class, of period k and ind(fk ;A)= rk for an r = 0. Then there is a homotopy ft
starting from f0 =f, constant in a neighbourhood of Fix(fk)−A satisfying Fix(fk1)= (Fix(fk1)−
A) ∪ {x0; f(x0); : : : ; fk−1(x0)}. Moreover the orbit {x0; f(x0); : : : ; fk−1(x0)} satis5es Sr(fk).
Proof. We choose a point a∈A and we >x a Euclidean neighbourhood of a containing x0. We
apply the Creating Procedure to get the orbit {x0; f(x0); : : : ; fk−1(x0)} of index rk and |r| orbits of
points of index −sgn(r)k. Then we apply the Canceling Procedure to remove all pairs of orbits of
opposite indices.
Remark 5.5. Modifying the proof of the above corollary we can prove the following. Let Fix(fk)
be >nite and let {x0; : : : ; xk−1} be a k-orbit such that f is a local homeomorphism near each xi.
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Then there exists a homotopy ft constant outside a prescribed neighbourhood of xk−1 such that
Fix(fk1) = (Fix(f
k) − {x0; : : : ; xk−1}) ∪ {x′0; : : : ; x′k−1} and Ski (f1) is satis>ed at each {x′0; : : : ; x′k−1}
for i =±1.
6. Inverse images
In this section we prove a transversality property for iteration of the map f. We show that after
an arbitrarily small homotopy ft the inverse images of a given point
x; f−11 (x); : : : ; f
−(k−1)
1 (x)
are >nite and any point in f−i1 (x) admits a neighbourhood where f
i
1 is a homeomorphism. Since
the manifold M is compact this property extends on a suQciently small neighbourhood.
In this section we say that f :M → M is transverse to a point w∈M iO for any x∈f−1(w) there
is a neighbourhood U  x such that the restriction of f to U is a homeomorphism (topological
transversality).
Theorem 6.1. Let f :M → M be a selfmap of a compact manifold and let w∈ intM be a point
such that the points w;fw; : : : ; f2kw∈ intM are di;erent. Then there is an 2− homotopy constant
in a neighbourhood of Fix(fk) after which the maps f;f2; : : : ; fk−1 are transverse to w (k6 n).
Proof. We use induction. First we show how to make f transverse to w. Let us notice that none
of the points w;fw; : : : ; fk−1w belongs to any of the inverse images f−1(w); : : : ; f−(k−1)(w) since
otherwise fi(w)∈f−j(w) would imply fi+j(w) =w. Let us also notice that the sets w;f−1(w); : : : ;
f−(k−1)(w) are mutually disjoint. To prove this we assume that y∈f−i(w)∩f−j(w) for 06 i¡ j6
k − 1. Then w = fj(y) = fj−ifi(y) = fj−i(w) gives w = fj−i(w) contradicting the assumption.
By the above when we deform f near the inverse images f−1(w); : : : ; f−(k−1)(w) the values
w;fw; : : : ; fk−1w do not vary.
Since f−1w is disjoint from Fix(fk), an arbitrarily small deformation constant near Fix(fk) makes
f transverse to w.
Assume that the iterations f; : : : ; fl−1 are transverse to w (l¡k). Then the sets w;f−1(w); : : : ;
f−(l−1)(w) are >nite. As we have noticed f−l(w) is disjoint from these sets hence by a suQciently
small homotopy (with the carrier near f−l(w)) we can make f transverse to f−(l−1)(w). Thus the
map remains unchanged near f−1(w); : : : ; f−(l−1)(w) and fl becomes transverse to w.
Now we prove that the above property can be extended onto a suQciently small neighbourhood
of w.
Corollary 6.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 there exists a ball neighbourhood W0  w
such that the sets clW0; f−1(clW0); : : : ; f−(k−1)(clW0) are mutually disjoint and each connected
component of f−i(clW0) is mapped by fi homeomorphically onto clW0.
Proof. We may assume that f satis>es the previous theorem. For y∈f−i(w) we denote by Uy
an open neighbourhood of y which is mapped by fi homeomorphically onto a neighbourhood of
w∈M (transversality). We may assume that the closures of these neighbourhoods are mutually
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disjoint. Then w does not belong to the closed set
⋃k−1
i=0 f
i(M − ⋃y∈f−i(w) Uy) so there exists a
connected open set W0  w such that clW0 ∩ (
⋃k−1
i=0 f
i(M − ⋃y∈f−i(w) Uy)) = ∅. Since the sets
w;f−1w; : : : ; f−(k−1)w are mutually disjoint and M is compact, for W0 small enough, also the sets
clW0; f−1(clW0); : : : ; f−(k−1)(clW0) are mutually disjoint. Since clW0 ∩fi(M −
⋃
y∈f−i(w) Uy)= ∅,
f−i(clW0) ⊂
⋃
y∈f−i(w) Uy and now each connected component of f
−i(clW0) must be contained in
a subset Uy which is mapped by fi homeomorphically onto a neighbourhood of w.
7. Addition procedure
We will show how to add an orbit of points representing a prescribed Reidemeister class.
Theorem 7.1 (Addition procedure). Let Fix(fk) be 5nite and let the points z0; z1=f(z0); : : : ; z3k−1=
f3k−1(z0) be di;erent. Then there is a homotopy ft starting from f0 = f constant outside a
prescribed neighbourhood of zk−1 such that
1. Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k) ∪ {z0; z1; : : : ; zk−1}.
2. z0 ∈Pk(f1) represents a prescribed Reidemeister class in R(fk1) =R(fk).
3. The orbit {z0; f1(z0); : : : ; fk−11 (z0)} satis5es S0(fk1).
Proof. Since the points z0; z1=f(z0); : : : ; z3k=f3k(z0) are diOerent, after small local deformations, f
is a local homeomorphism near zi, (i=0; : : : ; 3k−1) and Fix(fk) remains invariant (w=zk−1 satis>es
the assumptions of Theorem 6.1). Then by Corollary 6.2 we may assume that there is a Euclidean
neighbourhood W  zk−1 such that clW;f−1(clW ); : : : ; f−(k−1)(clW ) are mutually disjoint and each
of their components is mapped homeomorphically onto clW . We >x a Euclidean neighbourhood
U ≈ Rm of the point z0 = 0 where f;f2; : : : ; f3k−1 are homeomorphisms, fi(clU )∩fj(clU )= ∅ for
06 i¡ j6 3k − 1, fk−1(clU ) ⊂ W .
We >x balls K(0; r) ⊂ K(0; r′) ⊂ K(0; r′′) ⊂ U (0¡r¡r′¡r′′) and a point y0 ∈ b dK(0; r′).
We denote C = fk−1(K(0; r)); C ′ = fk−1(K(0; r′)); C ′′ = fk−1(K(0; r′′)). We will de>ne a map f1
homotopic to f, f1(x) = f(x) for x ∈ C ′′ and f1 satis>es the lemma.
We de>ne f1 on clC. Since each point in C is of the form fk−1(x) for an x∈K(0; r), we put
f1(fk−1(z; x)) = !("0(z); x)—the right side of the formula in De>nition 4.1 with a ! satisfying
r′′¿!r¿r′. Thus f1(C) ⊂ K(0; r′′) and S0(fk1) is satis>ed.
We de>ne f1 on clC ′−C. We notice that the map f1 : b dK(0; r)→ M −K(0; r′) is contractible
(because of S0(fk1)). The contraction de>nes an extension of f1 onto clC
′ satisfying
f1(clC ′ − C) ⊂ M − K(0; r′);
f1(x) = fk(z0) for x∈ b dC ′;
and moreover we may assume that the path [r=r′; 1]  t → f1(ty0) represents a prescribed homotopy
class and f1(clC ′ − C) is disjoint from the sum clC ′ ∪ f−11 (clC ′) ∪ · · · ∪ f−(k−1)1 (clC ′) (the last is
possible since this sum is contained in clW ∪ f−11 (clW ) ∪ · · · ∪ f−(k−1)1 (clW ) which splits into a
>nite number of mutually disjoint balls and dimM¿ 3).
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We de>ne f1 on cl(C ′′ − C ′) by the formula
f1(fk−1(x)) = fk
( |x| − r′
r′′ − r′ · x
)
:
Beyond C ′′ we put f1(x) = f(x).
Since we have changed f only on the set C ′′ disjoint from Fix(fk), Fix(fk) ⊂ Fix(fk1). It remains
to check that zk−1 is the only point from C ′′ satisfying fk1(z) = z.
Any z ∈ clC ′′ is of the form z=fk−1(x) for an x∈U . Suppose that z=fk−1(x)∈Fix(fk1)∩ clC.
Then fk−1(x) = fk1(fk−1(x)) = fk−1(f1(fk−1(x))) = fk−1(!("0(z); t)) for x = (z; t). Since fk−1 is
a homeomorphism on U , we get x = !("0(z); t)) which implies x = 0 = z0 and z = fk−1(z0) = zk−1
(since 0 is the only >xed point of the map satisfying S0(fk)).
Now we show that no z ∈ cl(C ′ − C), belongs to Fix(fk1). Suppose otherwise. Then z = fk1(z)
implies f1(z)∈f−(k−1)1 (clC ′). On the other hand f1(z)∈f1(clC ′−C) . But the two sets are disjoint.
Let z ∈ cl(C ′′ − C ′) satisfy fk(z) = z. Then putting z = fk−1(x) (for x∈U ) we get fk−1(x) =
fk1(f
k−1(x)) hence fk−1(x)=fk1(fk−1(x))=fk−1(f1(fk−1)(x)). Since fk−1 is homeomorphism on
U , x=f1(fk−1(x))=fk((|x| − r′)=(r′′− r′) · x)∈fk(U ). But by the choice of U , fk(U ) is disjoint
from U  x.
8. Coalescing procedure
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 8.1 which permits us to join two orbits in the same
Nielsen class. This involves some technical diQculties since, in contrast to the previous sections,
we have to change the map f near the periodic points so we will need explicit formulae for
the deformations to be sure that no other periodic points appear. Lemma 5.2 will not always be
applicable.
Theorem 8.1 (Coalescing procedure). Suppose that Fix(fk) is 5nite. Let the orbits {y0; : : : ; yl−1}∈
Fix(fl); {x0; : : : ; xk−1}∈Fix(fk) be disjoint and let the points x0; y0 be Nielsen related as 5xed
points of fk (l|k). Moreover Sr(fl) and Sr′(fk) are satis5ed at y0 and x0 respectively. Then there
is a homotopy ft constant in a neighbourhood of Fix(fk) − {x0; : : : ; xk−1;y0; : : : ; yl−1} satisfying
f0 = f, Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k)− {x0; : : : ; xk−1}.
Proof (Scheme). We will deform f in >ve steps to make it satisfy the following: (in the >rst two
steps we do not change f in a neighbourhood of Fix(fk)).
CP1. There is an arc !0 : [ − 1;+1] → M such that !0(−1) = y0, !0(+1) = x0 and the paths
fk!0, !0 are homotopic (Nielsen relation). Moreover !i=fi!0 are also arcs (i=0; : : : ; 2k−1) and
for i¡ j we have
!i(t) = !j(s) ⇔ [(t = s=−1) and (j − i is a multiple of l)] or
[(t = s= 1) and (j − i is a multiple of k)]
See Fig. 1.
CP2. Let us >x Euclidean neighbourhoods Ui ⊃ !i[− 1;+1] where !i(t)= (t; 0)∈Ui =R×Rm−1
for −16 t6 + 1. Then we may choose other neighbourhoods Vi of !i(−1;+1) ⊂ Vi ⊂ Ui such
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Fig. 1.
that the restrictions of f to V−i and to V
+
i are homeomorphisms and f(V
0
i ) = zi+1 where V
−
i =
{(t; x)∈Vi; t ¡ 0}, V+i = {(t; x)∈Vi; t ¿ 0}, V 0i = {(t; x)∈Vi; t = 0} and i = 0; : : : ; k − 2.
Let us emphasize once more that all the deformations above take place on a subset isolated from
Fix(fk) and can be arbitrarily small hence Fix(fk) remains invariant. In contrast, periodic points
xk−1 and yl−1 belong to the boundary of the carrier of the next homotopy.
CP3. There is a neighbourhood W0 ⊂ U0 = R × Rm−1 of the form W0 = {(t; x);−1¡t¡ +
1; |x|¡"(t)} where " : [ − 1;+1] → R is a continuous function, "(−1) = "(+1) = 0, "(t)¿ 0
for −1¡t¡ + 1 and "(t) is linear near −1 and +1. Then there is a number !¿ 1 such that for
(t; x)∈W0 ⊂ U0 = R× Rm−1 the following equality holds:
fk(t; x) = (t; !"(t); 0)∈U0 = R× R× Rm−2
for a !¿ 1.
Now we have to change Fix(fk).
CP4. After a homotopy f6 (06 66 1) constant outside
fk−1(clW0) ∪ {a neighbourhood of zk−1};
we get Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k) ∪ !0 ∪ · · · ∪ !k−1.
CP5. After a homotopy f6 (16 66 2) constant outside a neighbourhood of !0 ∪ · · · ∪!k−1 we
get Fix(fk2) = Fix(f
k)− {x0; : : : ; xk−1}.
The proof of each of the steps above will be given in a subsection.
8.1. Disjoint arcs
We assume that Fix(fk) is >nite x0 ∈Fix(fk), y0 ∈Fix(fl) (for an l|k) are Nielsen related as
>xed points of fk . Moreover Sr conditions are satis>ed near these points.
Let us >x a Euclidean neighbourhood Rm = U ⊂ M of the >xed point y0 = 0 in which Sr(fl) is
satis>ed. In particular |fl(x)|= !|x| in a ball neighbourhood B of 0 for a !¿ 1. Similarly we >x a
Euclidean neighbourhood of x0 where Sr′(fk) holds. We >x an arc !0 : [ − 1;+1] → M for which
!0(−1) = y0, !0(+1) = x0, the paths fk!0; !0 are homotopic (Nielsen relation). Now we notice
that by Lemma 4.4 we may assume that !0[−1;−1+2] and the arcs !0(−1;−1+2]; f(!0(−1;−1+
2]); : : : ; f2k−1(!0(−1;−1 + 2]) are mutually disjoint. The same can be done near x0.
Now f maps homeomorphically !0[ − 1;−1 + 2] and !0[1 − 2; 1]. On the other hand, since
dimM¿ 3, the map
!0[− 1 + 2; 1− 2]  !0(t)→ f!0(t)∈M
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is homotopic to an arc by an arbitrarily small homotopy which may be extended onto M by a
homotopy constant outside a prescribed neighbourhood of !0[−1+ 2; 1− 2], Since !0[−1+ 2; 1− 2]
is isolated from Fix(fk) we may assume that no new periodic point appears during this homotopy
(Lemma 5.2). Compare [5, Lemma 3.1].
Thus we may assume that f!0 is an arc and we may repeat our arguments to get arcs f2!0; : : : ;
f2k−1!0 satisfying CP1.
8.2. Neighbourhoods of the arcs !i
For any i = 0; : : : ; k − 1 we establish a neighbourhood Ui = Rm so that !i(t) = (t; 0)∈R× Rm−1
for −16 t6+ 1.
Consider the arc !0[ − 1;+1] ⊂ U0. We >x positive numbers 20 ¿ 0, 70 ¿ 0 and we de>ne sets
C−= {(t; x)∈R×Rm−1: t=−1+ 20; |x|6 70}, C+ = {(t; x)∈R×Rm−1 : t=+1− 20; |x|6 70} and
D− = conv{y0 ∪ C−}, D+ = conv{x0 ∪ C+}, D0 = conv{C− ∪ C+}. Notice that D0 =
⋃
|x|670 [(−1 +
20; x); (1− 20; x)]. We denote V0 = int(D− ∪ D0 ∪ D+). See Fig. 2.
Then we >x numbers 21; 71 ¿ 0 and we de>ne in a similar way a neighbourhood V1 ⊃ !1(−1;+1).
Let us notice that if the numbers 70; 71 are suQciently small then
clV0 ∩ clV1 =
{ ∅ for l¿ 1
{y0} for l= 1
Since f!0(−1;+1)=!1(−1;+1), for >xed 21; 71 we may >nd 20; 70 such that f(V0) ⊂ V1. Thus
we may de>ne neighbourhoods Vi (i= 0; : : : ; k − 1) of the above form and satisfying !i(−1;+1) ⊂
Vi ⊂ Ui, f(Vi) ⊂ Vi+1, and
clVi ∩ clVj =
{ {yi} for 06 i¡ j6 k − 1; l|j − i;
∅ otherwise:
(see Fig. 3).
Now we de>ne a map h : clV0 → clV1 putting h(z) = f(z) for z ∈D− ∪ D+ and then h sends
each segment [(−1+ 20; x); (0; x)] linearly onto [f(−1+ 20; x); (0; 0)] ⊂ V1 and each segment [(0; x);
(+1− 20; x)] linearly onto [(0; 0); f(+1− 20; x)] ⊂ V1. See Fig. 4. Compare Lemma 3.3 in [5].
Let us notice that the restrictions f|; h| :D0 → M are homotopic rel C− ∪ C+. Moreover this
homotopy extends to all of M by an arbitrarily small homotopy constant outside a prescribed
neighbourhood of D0. Moreover if 70 is small enough then the above homotopy can be smaller
then a prescribed ¿ 0. Since D0 is isolated from Fix(fk), we may assume that Fix(fk) does
not change during this homotopy (Lemma 5.2). We also notice that then the restrictions of f
to the subsets V−0 = {(t; x)∈V0; t ¡ 0}, V+0 = {(t; x)∈V0; t ¿ 0} are homeomorphisms. The subset
V 00 = {(t; x)∈V0; t = 0} is sent into the point z1 = (0; 0)∈U1 = R× Rm−1.
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Fig. 4.
Following the above on the neighbourhoods V1 : : : ; Vk−1 we may assume that f|V−i , f|V+i are
homeomorphisms onto neighbourhoods of !i+1(−1; 0) and !i+1(0;+1) respectively (i=0; : : : ; k−2).
Moreover f(V−i ) ⊂ f(V−i+1), f(V+i ) ⊂ f(V+i+1) and f(V 0i ) = zi+1 ∈Vi+1.
Let us notice that the neighbourhood V0 ⊂ U0 = R × Rm−1 may be presented as V0 = {(t; x) :
−1¡t¡ + 1; |x|¡"(t)} for a continuous function " : [ − 1;+1] → R satisfying "(±1) = 0 and
"(x)¿ 0 for −1¡x¡ + 1. Moreover we may assume that " is linear on intervals [ − 1;−1 + 2],
[1− 2; 1] and is constant on [− 1 + 2; 1− 2].
Remark 8.2. Let us notice that we may moreover assume that there exists a number 7¿ 0 such
that if the restriction f :Ui−1 → Ui is of the form Ui−1 =Rm  (x; t)→ (t∗; x∗)∈Ui(x; t) =Rm then
t∗= t for |t|6 7 and i=1; : : : ; k−1. In fact this requires only arbitrarily small deformations near the
points z0; : : : ; zk−1 isolated from Fix(fk). Now we may extend this equality on some neighbourhoods
of the compact sets
{(t; x) = clVi−1: |t|6 7}∈R× Rm−1 = Ui−1:
8.3. Equality CP3
Now we will show that after a homotopy, which has the carrier in a prescribed neighbourhood of
!k−1(−1;+1) and which does not change Fix(fk), we have fk(t; x)=(t; !"(t); 0)∈U0=R×R×Rm−2
in a neighbourhood of the form {(t; x): |x|6 "(t)} ⊂ [ − 1;+1] × Rm−1 ⊂ Rm = U0 where "(t) is
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de>ned at the end of the previous section and a !¿ 1. The main diQculty is in avoiding new
periodic points. The number ! will be made precise in Section 8.3.3.
8.3.1. Homotopy near zk−1
We start by showing that this equality can be satis>ed near the point z0 = (0; 0)∈V0 ⊂ U0.
Remark 8.3. If the arcs !0; : : : ; !2k−1 satisfy CP1 (but need not satisfy CP2) then after a small
homotopy with the carrier in prescribed neighbourhoods of the points z0; : : : ; zk−2 the map f becomes
a local homeomorphism given by Ui  (t; x)→ (t; x)∈Ui+1 for (t; x) near (0; 0)=zi (since z0; : : : ; zk−1
are not >xed by fk , Fixfk does not change). On the other hand zk−1; fzk−1; : : : ; fkzk−1 are diOerent
and disjoint from Fix(fk). We may change, if necessary, f near fkzk−1 to get fk+1zk−1 also
diOerent. We may continue this procedure get the points zk−1; fzk−1; : : : ; f2k−1zk−1 diOerent.
Lemma 8.4. Let us assume that the arcs !0; f!0; : : : ; f2k−1!0 satisfy the above Remark. Then
there is a homotopy ft constant on the arcs !0; f!0; : : : ; fk−1!0 and on a neighbourhood of Fixfk ,
starting from f0 = f to a map f1 satisfying CP2 and such that there is a ball neighbourhood
W ′  zk−1 such that the sum clW ′ ∪ f−1(clW ′); : : : ; f−(k−1)(clW ′) is contained in a 5nite number
of mutually disjoint balls in M . Moreover Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k).
Proof. We apply Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2 to w=zk−1. We >nd a neighbourhood Wk−1  zk−1
such that the sets clWk−1; f−1(clWk−1); : : : ; f−(k−1)(clWk−1) are mutually disjoint and each of their
components is sent homeomorphically onto clWk−1. Let us notice that there is no need of any
correction near the points z0; : : : ; zk−2 since f is already a local homeomorphism there, we may still
assume that f is given there by Ui  (t; x)→ (t; x)∈Ui+1.
Now we may deform f as in Section 8.2. These deformations can be arbitrarily small, and their
carriers are isolated from Fix(fk), so we may assume that for a suQciently small ball neighbourhood
W ′k−1  zk−1 the inverse images
clW ′k−1; f
−1(clW ′k−1); : : : ; f
−(k−1)(clW ′k−1)
are still contained in
W = clWk−1 ∪ f−1(clWk−1) ∪ · · · ∪ f−(k−1)(clWk−1)
(sum of disjoint balls).
Since the complement M−clW ≈ M−{>nite set} is connected and simply-connected (dimM¿ 3),
there is a path  in this space, representing a prescribed homotopy class, from (0)=f(zk−1)=fk(z0)
to (1)=(0; !"(0); 0)∈U0=R×R×Rm−2 for a given !¿ 1. This path can be extended to a homotopy
hs : clW ′k−1 → M−clW such that h0(x)=f(x) (for x∈ clW ′k−1) and h1(fk−1(t; x))=(t; !"(t); 0)∈ [−
1;+1]× R× Rm−2 for (t; x)∈V0 satisfying fk−1(t; x)∈W ′k−1. Moreover hs(zk−1) = (s).
Let W ′′k−1 be an open set satisfying zk−1 ∈W ′′k−1 ⊂ clW ′′k−1 ⊂ W ′k−1 and let : :M → [0; 1] be an
Urysohn function :(W ′′k−1) = 1, :(M −W ′k−1)) = 0. We de>ne the homotopy
ft(x) =
{
h:(x)t(x) for x∈W ′k−1;
f(x) for x ∈ W ′k−1:
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Then Fix(fk1)=Fix(f
k
0)=Fix(f
k) since, during the homotopy, the points from clW ′k−1 (the carrier
of the homotopy) avoid clW ⊃ (clW ′k−1 ∪ f−1(clW ′k−1) ∪ · · · ∪ f−(k−1)(clW ′k−1)).
Moreover for (t; x)∈f−(k−1)(W ′′k−1) ∩ V0 we have fk1(t; x) = f1(fk−1(t; x)) = h1(fk−1(t; x)) =
(t; !"(t); 0)∈V0 as required in CP3.
8.3.2. Homotopy near yl−1 and xk−1
Let us notice that we have not yet changed f near Fix(fk). We will have to do this now when
we will be extending the equality fk(t; x)= (t; !"(t); 0) onto neighbourhoods of the ends of the path
!k−1(−1;+1). This will be achieved by a local isotopy.
We consider a neighbourhood of the point y0. Since the maps t → !0(t), t → fk(!0(t)), t →
(t; !"(t); 0)∈Rm = U ⊂ M are linear (for −16 t6 − 1 + 2) and Rm is homogeneous, there is an
isotopy $s :M → M with carrier in a prescribed neighbourhood of y0 such that
1. $s is linear on segments [y0; y] for |y − y0|6 7,
2. $s(!0(t)) = !0(t),
3. $1fk1(!0(t)) = (t; !"(t); 0),
for 06 s6 1, −16 t6− 1 + 7 and a suQciently small 7¿ 0. Then we put f1(x) = $1f$−11 (x).
Then fk1(!0(t)) = $1f
k$−11 (!0(t)) = $1f
k(!0(t)) = (t; !"(t); 0). Moreover since the isotopy $s is
constant on Fix(fk), Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k).
The same can be done near x0, so we may assume that the equality fk(t; x) = (t; !"(t); 0) holds
also for
{(t; 0)∈V0: t ∈¡− 1;−1 + 7¿ ∪¡− ;+¿ ∪¡ 1− 7; 1¿} ⊂ V0 ⊂ U0 = Rn:
Now we will extend this equality to a neighbourhood of the form conv{y0∪W ′′0 )} ⊂ U0=Rm where
W ′′0 is a neighbourhood of the point !0(−1 + (7=2)).
Let us denote (t) = (t; !"(t); 0)∈U0 = Rm. Recall that by Lemma 4.4 we may assume that the
arcs ; f; : : : ; f2k are mutually disjoint for t ∈ (−1;−1 + 7) for a suQciently small 7¿ 0. Since
fk!0(t)= (t), the arcs !0; f!0; : : : ; fk−1!0 = ; f; : : : ; fk are mutually disjoint (for −1¡t6−
1+7). Moreover by Section 8.2 we may assume that f is a homeomorphism on thickenings of these
arcs (i.e. on sets W0 = conv{clW ′0 ∪ y0} where W ′0 is a neighbourhood of the point !0(−1 + 7)
and Wi = fi(W0)). Moreover the interiors intWi are mutually disjoint i= 0; : : : ; 2k for a suQciently
small W ′0.
Now we de>ne a partial homotopy f˜ s : clWk−1 → clWk as the segment homotopy between f˜ 0=f
and f˜ 1(fk−1(t; x)) = (t; !"(t); 0) for (t; x)∈ clW0 ⊂ U0.
Let W ′′0 ⊂ M be a neighbourhood of the point !0(−1;−1 + (7=2)) satisfying W ′′0 ⊂ clW ′′0 ⊂ W0
(see Fig. 5). We denote W˜ 0 = conv{clW ′′0 ∪y0}. Then the subsets W˜ 0\y0 and M\ {intW0 ∪y0} are
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disjoint closed subsets of the space M\y0. Thus there exists an Urysohn function  :M\y0 → [0; 1]
satisfying (W˜ 0\y0) = 1, (M\ {intW0 ∪ y0}) = 0.
We de>ne the >nal homotopy fs :M → M putting
fs(y) =
{
f˜ (x)s(y) for y∈fk−1(W0) =Wk−1;
f(y) otherwise:
The homotopy fs is continuous at y0 since f˜ s(y0) = y0 for all 06 s6 1.
Now f0 = f, f1(x) = f(x) for x ∈ Wk−1. Moreover for (t; x)∈ W˜ 0 fk1(t; x) = f1(fk−11 (t; x)) =
f1(fk−1(t; x)) = (t; !"(t); 0) hence the required equality from CP3 holds.
It remains to show that Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k). Since fk−1(cl NW ) is the carrier of the homotopy and
the interior of this set is disjoint from Fix(fk), ⊃ follows.
Now we notice that f1(clWk−1) ⊂ clWk which implies f21(clWk−1) ⊂ f(clWk) ⊂ clWk+1; : : : ;
fk1(clWk−1) ⊂ clW2k−1. Since the (open) sets {Wk} (k = 0; : : : ; 2k) are mutually disjoint, no point
from Wk−1 is a >xed point of fk1. Thus any orbit from Fix(fk1) avoids Wk−1 so it becomes the orbit
of fk . This proves ⊂.
Finally we emphasis that the carrier of fs is contained in a prescribed neighbourhood of
fk−1!0(−1;+1) hence f remains a homeomorphism in neighbourhoods V0; V1; : : : ; Vk−2.
8.3.3. Homotopy around !k−1(−1;+1)
Now we may follow the proof of Lemma 6.1 in [5] to show that there is a homotopy constant in
a neighbourhood of Fix(fn), which does not change Fix(fn), after which the equality of CP3 holds
in a neighbourhood V ′0 satisfying: !0(−1;+1) ⊂ V ′0 ⊂ V0 ⊂ U0 = Rm:
Here we only sketch the main idea. We have already shown that the equality CP3 holds in
neighbourhoods of !0(−1;−1 + 2], !0([1 − 2; 1) and !0[ − ;+]. Now we extend the equality
to !0[ − 1 + 2;−]: Since the arcs !0[ − 1 + 2;−]; : : : ; !2k−1[ − 1 + 2;−] are mutually disjoint
(see Section 8.1), we may follow the proof of Lemma 6.1 in [5] to make f; : : : ; fk−1 transverse to
!k−1[− 1+ 2;−]. Now !k−1[− 1+ 2;−]; f−1(!k−1[− 1+ 2;−]); : : : ; f−(k−1)(!k−1[− 1+ 2;−])
are mutually disjoint 1-manifolds. By the Nielsen relation the arc fk(!0[− 1+ 2;−]) is homotopic
to [−1+2;−]  t → (t; !"(t); 0)∈U0. Since dimM¿ 4, the homotopy can avoid the 1-dimensional
subset !k−1[−1+2;−]; f−1(!k−1[−1+2;−]); : : : ; fk−1(!k−1[−1+2;−]). Then the homotopy can
be extended to the whole of M with the carrier in a prescribed neighbourhood of !k−1[−1+ 2;−])
and no new periodic points. Similarly we build such homotopy in the interval [; 1− 2].
Thus the formula f(t; x) = (t; !"(t); 0)∈U0 holds on !k−1[ − 1;+1] and in neighbourhoods of
the end of this arc, in particular it holds on neighbourhoods of some segments !k−1(−1;−1 + 7]
and !k−1[1 − 7; 1). Now we may deform f to make it satisfy this equality in a neighbourhood of
!k−1[− 1+ 7;+1− 7], Since the last deformation may be arbitrarily small and its carrier is isolated
from Fix(fk), we may assume that the equality CP3 holds in a neighbourhood of !k−1(−1;+1).
8.4. Converting two orbits into trees
Let us assume that f satis>es Section 7.3.2, i.e. there exist mutually disjoint neighbourhoods {Vi},
such that !i ⊂ Vi ⊂ Ui = Rm, f(Vi) ⊂ Vi+1, !i(t) = (t; 0)∈Rm = Ui, the restrictions f|V−i , f|V+i
are homeomorphisms and f(V i0) = zi+1 for i = 0; : : : ; k − 2. Moreover V0 = {(t; x)∈ [ − 1;+1] ×
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Rm−1: |x|¡"(t)} where " : [− 1;+1]→ [0; 1] is a function satisfying "(−1)= "(+1)= 0, "(t)¿ 0
for −1¡y¡+ 1.
Lemma 8.5. There is an arbitrarily small homotopy constant on all !i[−1;+1] i=0; : : : ; k−1 and
in a neighbourhood of Fix(fk) after which all the above conditions are satis5ed and moreover there
is a number 1 ¿ 0 such that if (t; x)∈Vi ⊂ Ui=R×Rm−1 and |t|6 1 then f(t; x)=(t′; x′)∈Vi+1 ⊂
Ui = R× Rm−1 implies t′ = t. Moreover |t|¿ 1 implies |t′|¿ 1.
Proof. We show that the construction from Section 8.2 can be modi>ed to satisfy the lemma.
Consider the neighbourhood V0 = int(D0 ∪ D− ∪ D+) (from Section 8.2). We >x a number 1 ¿ 0
(16 7). We de>ne the map h : clV0 → clV1 by mapping the following segments linearly:
[(−1 + 20; x); (−1; x)] onto [f(−1 + 20; x); (−1; 
2(f(−1 + 20; x)))];
[(−1; 0); (0; x)] onto [
2(f(−1 + 20; x))); (0; 0)];
[(0; x); (1; x)] onto [(0; 0); (1; 
2f(1− 20; x))];
[(1; x); (1− 20; x)] onto [(1; 
2f(1− 20; x)); f(1− 20; x)];
where 
2 :R×Rm−1 → Rm−1 denotes the projection on the second factor. Now if 1 ¿ 0 is suQciently
small then we may follow Section 8.2.
Remark 8.6. If the above lemma holds for a 1 ¿ 0 then it is also true for any other 2 ∈ (0; 1].
Thus we may assume that 1 can be arbitrarily small.
Consider the compact subset C0 = {(t; x)∈ clV0; t = 0} ⊂ U0 = R × Rm−1. Since fk−1(C0) =
zk−1 ∈Vk−1, there exists a neighbourhood U satisfying C0 ⊂ U ⊂ U0 and fk−1(clU ) ⊂ Vk−1. Since
C0 is convex, we may assume that U ⊂ U0 = Rm is also convex. Since (0; "(0); 0)∈C0 ⊂ U , there
exist numbers !¿ 1 and 7¿ 0 satisfying (t; !"(t); 0)∈U for |t|6 7.
We will: (a) >nd a smaller neighbourhood V ′0 ⊂ V0 on which the equality fk(t; x) = (t; !"(t); 0)
will hold (recall that we still assume that only CP2 is satis>ed). Then (b) we de>ne a map
f1 :fk−1(clV ′0) → U0 with the property f1(fk−1(t; x)) = (t; x) iO x = 0. Then (c) we extend f1
to a neighbourhood of zk−1 ∈Vk−1. Finally (d) we check that Fix(fk1) = Fix(fk) ∪ !0[ − 1;+1] ∪
· · · ∪ !k−1[− 1;+1] (Theorem 8.7).
(a) We perform the construction from CP3 (for the above !). We get a homotopy with the carrier
in Vk−1, which does not change Fix(fk) after which the equality fk(t; x) = (t; !"(t); 0) holds for
(t; x)∈ clV ′0 where V ′0 = {(t; x)∈U0: |x|6 "1(t)} with "1 : [ − 1;+1] → [0;∞) satisfying "1(−1) =
"1(+1) = 0, "1(t)¿ 0 for −1¡t¡ + 1 and "1 is linear near −1 and +1. We may assume that
"1(t) = ;"(t) for a ;∈ (0; 1).
(b) Now we notice that since f(t; x) = (t; x′)∈V ′i+1 (for (t; x)∈V ′i and |t|6 7) (Lemma 8.5),
(t′; x′) =fk−1(t; x) implies t′= t . Now f(t; x′) =f(fk−1(t; x)) = (t; !"(t); 0) for (t; x′)∈fk−1(clV ′0),
|t|6 71. We may extend the equality f(t; x′)=(t; !"(t); 0) on a closed neighbourhood W ′  zk−1 since
zk−1 does not belong to Fix(fk). Let 0¡726 71 be so small that {(t; x)∈fk−1(V0) : |t|6 72} ⊂ W ′.
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We de>ne
W = f−1({(t; x)∈U0 : |t|6 72}) ∩ intW ′
In other words W = {(t; x)∈ intW ′ :f(t; x) = (t′; x′)∈U0 implies |t′|6 72}.
We de>ne the function  : [−1;+1]→ [0; 1] by Fig. 6 and we de>ne the map h : cl(fk−1(V ′0))→
Rm = U0 by the formula
h(fk−1(t; x)) =
(
t; !|x|(t) "(t)
"1(t)
; 0
)
∈R× R× Rm−2:
This is correct since the restriction of fk−1 to V0 is not injective only for {(0; x)}. But in this case
the right hand side equals (0; 0; 0)∈R× R× Rm−2 = U0.
Finally we notice that for |t|¿ 72 the following equivalence holds:
h(fk−1(t; x)) = (t; x) ⇔ x = 0:
In fact |t|¿ 72 implies h(fk−1(t; x)) = (t; !|x|"(t)="1(t); 0). Now !¿ 1 and "(t)¿ "1(t) imply the
claim.
(c) Let (t; x)∈ b dfk−1(V ′0) ∩ b dW . We will show that |t| = 72. In fact |t|¡72 would im-
ply (t; x)∈ intW ′ ∩ f−1({(t; x)∈V0; |t′|¡72}) ⊂ intW contradicting (t; x)∈ b dW . On the other
hand if |t|¿72 then f(t; x) = (t; !"(t); 0) which contradicts (t; x)∈W = {(t; x)∈W ′: f(t; x) =
(t′; x′)∈U0 implies |t′|6 72}.
The above observation allows us to extend h to b dW\fk−1(V ′0) putting h(t; x) = f(t; x). Thus
we get a continuous map h : clfk−1(V ′0) ∪ b dW → U0 satisfying h(t; x) = (t; x∗). This map may be
extended to a map h : clfk−1(V ′0) ∪ clW → U0 still preserving the >rst coordinate. Then we de>ne
a (small) function < :M → [0; 1] satisfying
<(z) = 0 ⇔ z ∈W\!k−1[− 1;+1]
and we put f1(t; x) = h(t; x) + (<(t; x); 0).
Now f1(t; x) = (t + <(t; x); x∗). Since f1(z) =f(z) for z ∈ b d(fk−1(V ′0)∪W ), we may extend f1
to M putting f1(z) = f(z). Since f1 and f diOer only on the subset cl(fk−1(V ′0)) ∪ clW which is
mapped into U0 = Rm, they are homotopic.
Finally we notice that for |t|6 72 we get
f1(fk−1(t; x)) = f(fk−1(t; x)) + (<(t; x); 0) = (t + <(t; x); x∗)
and by de>nition of < this value equals (t; x) iO x = 0.
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(d) Now we show that Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k) ∪ !0[− 1;+1] ∪ · · · ∪ !k−1[− 1;+1].
⊃ is evident since f(z) = f1(z) for z ∈Fix(fk) and fk1(!0(t)) = f 1fk−1(!0(t)) = !0(t). Now
we consider an orbit of fk1. If an orbit avoids f
k−1(V ′0) ∪W it is the orbit of fk . Thus it remains
to show that
(t; x)∈fk−1(V ′0) ∪W is >xed by fk1 ⇔ x = 0:
⇐ is obvious. Now we assume that fk1(t; x) = (t; x)∈fk−1(V ′0). Let (t; x) = fk−1(t′; x′) for a
(t′; x′)∈V ′0. We notice that t = 0 ⇔ t′ = 0.
Assume that t · t′ = 0. Then (t; x) = fk1(t; x) = fk−1(f1(t; x)) and (t; x) = fk−1(t′; x′) imply
(t′; x′) = f1(t; x) since fk−1 is mono on {(t; x)∈V0 : t = 0}. Since (t; x) = fk−1(t′; x′), it remains
to show that (t′; x′)∈!0[ − 1;+1] i.e. x′ = 0. Suppose that x′ = 0. Then the formula for f1 on
fk−1(V ′0) implies that if f1fk−1(t′; x′) = (t∗; x∗) then |t′|¿ 72 implies |x∗|¿ |x′| and on the other
hand |t′|¿ 72 implies t′ = t∗.
If t = t′ = 0 then (t; x) = zk−1 = (0; 0)∈Vk−1.
Now let (t; x)∈W\!k−1[ − 1;+1]. We denote f1(t; x) = (t′; x′). Then f1(t; x) = (t + <(t; x); x∗)
hence t′ = t. Moreover |t′|6 72 hence fk−1(t′; x′) = (t′′; x′′)∈Vk−1 implies t′′ = t′. Now (t; x) =
fk1(t; x) = f
k−1(t′; x′) = (t′′; x′′) contradicting t = t′ = t′′.
Thus we have proved:
Theorem 8.7. There is a homotopy f6 (06 66 1) with the carrier in
fk−1(clV0) ∪ {a prescribed neighbourhood of zk−1}
such that Fix(fk1) = Fix(f
k) ∪ !0[− 1;+1] ∪ !1[− 1;+1] ∪ · · · ∪ !k−1[− 1;+1].
9. End of the proof
We assume that f :M → M satis>es Theorem 8.7. Then T=!0[−1;+1]∪· · ·∪fk−1(!0[−1;+1])
splits into T=T0∪· · ·∪Tl−1 where Ti=fi!0[−1;+1]∪fi+l(!0[−1;+1])∪· · ·fi+(k−l)(!0[−1;+1]).
Then each Ti is a connected component of Fix(fk). Moreover f(Ti)=Ti+1 (here we regard i=0; 1; : : :
modulo k i.e. Ti+k = Ti).
Lemma 9.1. There is a homotopy ht :M → M satisfying
1. h0 = id,
2. ht(T ) ⊂ T ,
3. ht is a homeomorphism for t ¡ 1 and the restriction f1 :M − T → M − {y0; : : : ; yl−1} is a
homeomorphism,
4. the carrier of the homotopy is contained in a prescribed neighbourhood of T−{y0; : : : ; yl−1}.
We de>ne the homotopy ft(x)=htfh−1t (x). The de>nition is correct since h−1t (x) is not a singleton
only for t = 1 and x∈{y0; : : : ; yl−1}. But then h1fh−11 (yi) = h1f(Ti) = h1(Ti+1) = yi+1. Now we
show that Fix(fk1) = (Fix(f
k
0)− T ) ∪ {y0; : : : ; yl−1}.
⊃ is evident since the homotopy is constant on (Fix(fk0)− T ) ∪ {y0; : : : ; yl−1}.
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Now let x∈Fix(fk1). If x∈{y0; : : : ; yl−1} then x belongs to the right hand side. Now we assume
that x ∈ {y0; : : : ; yl−1}. Then h−11 (x) is a single point hence x=fk1(x)=h1fkh−11 (x) implies h−11 (x)=
fkh−11 (x) hence h
−1
1 (x)∈Fix(fk). Thus x∈ h1(Fix(fk)) = (Fix(fk0)− T ) ∪ {y0; : : : ; yl−1}.
Thus we have proved that an orbit can be shifted to an orbit preceding it.
Now we may conclude the proof of Lemma 3.1. It remains to remove the orbits of points which
are preceded by an orbit from MPS. By the above this can be done for any such orbit individually.
Now we will show that this operation can be done simultaneously for all such orbits (without
producing new orbits).
For any k-orbit {xj0; : : : ; xjk−1}, which does not represent a class from MPS, we >x an orbit
{yj0; : : : ; yjl−1} representing a class from MPS (see the beginning of Section 3 for the de>nition
of MPS) such that xj0; y
j
0 ∈Fix(fk) are Nielsen related (l|k; l¡k). Such orbit exists from the de>-
nition of the preceding system.
First we notice that f is 2-homotopic rel a neighbourhood of Fix(fk) to a map with the following
properties:
1. there exist arcs !j0 : [− 1;+1]→ M satisfying !j0(−1)= yj0, !j0(+1)= xj0 and the paths fk!j0; !j0
are >xed end point homotopic,
2. !ji
def= fi!j0 are also arcs,
3. !ji (−1;+1) (i = 0; : : : ; 2n, j∈ J ) are mutually disjoint,
4. f−l(!jk−1(−1;+1)) are mutually disjoint (j∈ J , 06 l6 k − 1), and
5. there exists 2¿ 0 that all the arcs !ji [− 1;−1 + 2], !ji [1− 2; 1] are segments.
Section 8.1 allows us to >nd !j0 for each j separately. Then we apply Corollary 4.4 to make the
corresponding set disjoint (i.e. if !j0, !
j′
0 start at the same point we put them on diOerent levels—see
Remark 4.5).
Then for a >xed j we choose neighbourhoods
Wj0  !j0(−1;+1]; : : : ; W jk−1  !jk−1(−1;+1];
where we may apply the Coalescing Procedure. Let us denote Wj =Wj0 ∪ · · · ∪Wjk−1. Notice that if
these neighbourhoods are suQciently thin and sharp at their ends then
1. {Wj} are mutually disjoint.
2. f−l(Wjk−1) (j∈ J , 06 l6 k − 1) are mutually disjoint.
Let us >x a j∈ J . We obtain a homotopy {fj; t} from fj;0 = f to a map fj = fj;1 satisfying
Fix((fj)k) = Fix(fk) − {xj0; : : : ; xjk−1} (Section 8). The carrier of this homotopy is contained in
Wj0 ∪ · · · ∪Wjk−1.
Now we de>ne the homotopy ft
ft(x) =
{
fj; t(x) for x∈Wj0 ∪ · · · ∪Wjk−1;
f(x) otherwise;
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and we will show that
Fix((f1)k) = Fix(fk)−
⋃
j
{xj0; : : : ; xjk−1};
⊃ is evident since the right hand side is lying outside ⋃j W j0∪· · ·∪Wjk−1 and the homotopy is constant
there. To show ⊂ we consider an orbit from Fix((f1)k). If the orbit avoids all Wj0 ∪ : : :∪Wjk−1, it is
also an orbit of fk and none of its element equals xji , hence it belongs to the right hand side. Now
assume that an element x of this orbit belongs to Wji for some 06 i6 k − 1. Then f1(x)∈Wji+1
hence (f1)2(x)=fj;1f1(x)=(fj;1)2(x) and we may continue k times and we get (f1)k(x)=(fkj;1(x)).
Now x = (f1)k(x) = fkj;1(x) implies x∈Wji ∩ Fix((fj;1)k) = {yji } ⊂ Fix(fk)−
⋃
j {xj0; : : : ; xjk−1}.
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